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4: Quantity The player will have more faith in the

pool when it comes to settling the bill. 5: The
interests of the customer – The player will be more
concerned about the interests of the pool when it

comes to settling the bill. 6: The number of players
in the pool – The player will be more trustworthy

when it comes to settling the bill with the pool, as
it is a smaller group of people. 7: The number of

games played by the player – The player will be a
little more lenient when it comes to settlement of
the bill with the pool. 8: The opponent’s skill – If
the opponent is a good player, then this might

impact the settlement of the bill. 9: The cost of the
pool – If the pool charges a high price, it might

impact the settlement. 10: The number of bets in
the pool – The player will be suspicious of settling

the bill when a large amount is bet in a single pool.
11: The number of bets in a single game – The
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player will be more suspicious of settling the bill
when a single bet was placed by the pool. 12: The
longevity of the player – The player will be more

lenient when it comes to settling the bill when the
player is betting for long periods of time. 13: The
size of the player’s bankroll – The player will be

more lenient when it comes to settling the bill with
a larger bankroll. 14: The number of bets made by
the player – The player will be more lenient when it

comes to settlement of the bill when the player
had a large number of bets in the pool. 15: The
type of bet – The player will be more cautious

when it comes to settling the bill if the pool was
betting with the player. 16: The cost
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fully-featured, high-quality, professional cross-

platform audio toolbox. Serum v2.0 is supported on
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